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W

hen software giant
Salesforce kicked off
its Dreamforce event
in 2015, an annual showcase for product launches,
demos and workshops, it dedicated
an entire keynote session to mindfulness training, bringing in technology and meditation experts including Google’s Chade-Meng Tan
and Goldie Hawn. For Dreamforce
2016, it used the same tactic but on a
bigger scale, with mindfulness and
meditation sessions led by 20 Buddhist monks.
Edweena Stratton, vice president
for employee success for Salesforce
Asia-Pacific, says Dreamforce aims
to be more than a business conference, with mindfulness helping the
brand to engage further with attendees, by deepening their awareness
and appreciation for life.
“The keynote served as a great avenue to allow our attendees the chance
to look inwards and reflect while at
Dreamforce,” she says, adding that it
also offered them moments of calm
and clarity to avoid burnout.
At last year’s Drupa, the print
and cross-media trade show, Kodak unveiled a life-sized interpretation of an urban neighbourhood
called The Kodak Quarter. It featured warehouses with printing
presses and industrial spaces
transformed into creative studios, highlighting the brand’s print
technology. Kodak wanted to appeal to an audience who were creatives at heart as well as buyers of
printing equipment.
These are just two examples of how
business-to-business (B2B) events
are focusing on creating immersive
environments that aim to engage all
the senses.
Damian Ferrar, senior vice
president and executive creative director at agency Jack Morton Worldwide, which worked
with Kodak at Drupa, says B2B
clients recognise the importance of igniting a relationship
with their customers based on
a mix of logic and emotion, by
providing
richer
experiences,
meaningful narratives and oneon-one attention.

WHAT B2B EVENTS
CAN LEARN FROM TED

Mixing mindfulness
and selling brands
Business-to-business events are focusing on
creating immersive environments with content
that aims to engage all the senses

“Designing an experience that
established a context of creativity
was an important lever for success,” he says. “Instead of designing a stand, we designed a platform
for a community – a physical plat-
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form with multi-layered content
and a visitor journey to deliver a
consistent, coherent and compelling experience.”
He adds that while the importance
of content should not be underestimated, it is no longer king. Rather,
content has to reflect the needs and
values of individuals to engage with
them successfully.
Agency WRG managed Ricoh’s
stand at Drupa. WRG executive creative director Mark Gass says that
time spent at a B2B event needs to be
far less passive.
“Second screen content needs
to work far harder, so we see more
of the ‘telling’ being done in the
pre-event phase, giving delegates
more time to absorb the information, so they come armed with
really good questions instead. In
other words, more ‘asking’,” he
says. “It’s no good having great
content if you fail to engage on
other levels like venue, format
and networking, really engaging
all the senses to create something
unforgettable.”
Allegra Group produces the
annual London Coffee Festival,

which includes two industry days
alongside public sessions. Its
founder Jeffrey Young believes
“infotainment” is driving brand
engagement at B2B events, where
the pre-event, at-event and postevent content storyline is woven
into the fabric of an event via a mix
of media including online, mobile
and live activity.
“The visual appeal of the event layout, the flow and the multi-sensory
experience is paramount to creating
an environment where a lot of business gets done,” he says.
For Clarion Events, which produces exhibitions such as Internet Retailing Expo, B2B events
have evolved to be more about
sharing knowledge, generating opportunities and creating a memorable experience.
Its portfolio director Sam North
says that to facilitate this, Clarion
invests a significant amount of effort ahead of its events, enabling
pre-event connections between
visitors via social networks and bespoke systems, as well as creating
networking and relaxation areas onsite for exhibitors.

ABOVE
TED owner
and curator
Chris Anderson
interviewed the
Dalai Lama at
TED2015 - Truth and
Dare, in Vancouver,
March 2015

Ask speakers to give the
audience something they can
use or learn from and that
lights up their world view, says
Chris Anderson, curator and
owner of the TED Conference.
“In our experience, talks that
might come off as self-serving
– touting a product or service,
for instance – have the ability
to turn eager audiences off
instantly,” he says.
Pushing speakers to cut
everything back to one
single idea, what TED calls
“establishing a through-line of
a talk”, is key.
“By narrowing the focus,
speakers stand to make
more of an impression,”
maintains Mr Anderson.
“Too much information and
the audience’s eyes just
glaze right over. One of the
biggest pitfalls of businessrelated talks is the tendency
to use jargon. Experts are
often so immersed in their
industries, they forget what
it was like not to know their
field’s specific terminology or
concepts. We encourage our
speakers to keep language
accessible for a general
mainstream audience.”
Vincent Ng, founder of
1+1=11 Productions and vice
president of education at
the International Live Events
Association of Hong Kong,
is a former TEDx curator.
He says that creating
engaging content is a
combination of sourcing great
content and producing it
right – the selection, speaker
preparation, staging and
production.
He says: “With our TEDx
speakers, we begin coaching
them three to four months
before the event and some
speakers go through five
or six sessions of coaching.
For great content, go
where the experts are, but
also go where people are
pushing the boundaries with
experimentation and new
paradigm shifts.”

B2B events have long since moved
on from the classic booth or stand
format and one-sided product
launch. Event companies recognise that B2B customers and their
audience are people too. As such,
engaging live experiences, with
content that is both exciting and
enticing but which engages all the
senses, and across different channels and formats, is increasingly
key to success.

Clients recognise the
importance of igniting a relationship
with their customers based on a mix
of logic and emotion

WRG: Six trends
defining the future
Creative engagement agency WRG, which engages
audiences through the creation and delivery of live
experiences, strategic communications, video and
interactive content, looks to the future

S

TRATEGIC IMPORTANCE
OF EVENTS
When the IPA Bellwether
Report, the barometer of
UK marketing spend, reported a
record 13th successive rise in event
marketing spend, it became evident that live engagement is now
firmly established as a strategic
part of an overall campaign. “Marketers are prepared to invest more
in experiences for deeper and richer
levels of audience engagement,
both consumer and employee, that
simply can’t be achieved in other
channels,” says WRG chief execu-

RUSS LIDSTONE
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tive Russ Lidstone. “The role of face
to face is becoming more and more
relevant to brands as the level of
engagement with the customer is so
much greater.” The global communications agency creates unforgettable experiences for brands across
all sectors, including healthcare,
technology, retail and fast-moving
consumer goods, and was recently
engaged in Hong Kong by adidas
to create a Sportsbase six-week
outdoor sport event. The activation exceeded client expectation
for participation rates with more
than 65,000 people taking part and
almost 22 million online views.
INTEGRATING IMMERSIVE
TECHNOLOGY
From iBeacons to augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) to
wearables, technology and event
marketing are becoming perfect
bedfellows, enabling audiences
to be truly immersed in the brand
message. Geo-location, virtual
platforms, Oculus and instructional
design are increasingly being deployed across sectors as diverse
as automotive and healthcare to
create impactful experiences. WRG
used iBeacons at a client leadership event to track activity in a

concept store, following customers
as they experienced the event and
triggering messages relating to the
environment, pushing messages to
delegates’ apps and assessing instore hot spots, right down to the
detail of how much coffee was consumed. The gathered data was then
fed back into the plenary content.
Meanwhile, at Europe’s largest cardiology congress, the agency put
patients at the heart of the project
by placing healthcare professionals
in the mindset of a patient, within
immersive VR projection pods that
recreated the sensation of a heart
attack. As new technologies come
to the fore complementing immersive experiences, agencies will need
to build capability by partnering
with the best-in-class suppliers or
to form strategic alliances with specialists, such as WRG’s partnership
with film, digital content and VR experts, The Moment.

Marketers are prepared to
invest more in experiences for
deeper and richer levels of audience
engagement that simply can’t be
achieved in other channels

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
The greatest engagement in a live
environment undoubtedly requires
a personal approach and for 2017
events will embrace all the small
touches of the luxury and hospitality sectors to create a memorable
experience. Be it a handwritten note
from the chief executive, your favourite magazines and snacks in a room
drop or a dedicated event concierge
on hand for special requests, enhancing the guest experience at events
will grow to mirror the way brands are
increasingly using data to personalise
the consumer experience. This focus
on customer centricity, the experience arc and understanding the user
journey will in turn manifest itself in the
crowdsourcing of content, the rise of
bespoke agendas and an ability for
the audience effectively to curate their
own event. “We’re now able to think
about our audience as individuals –
microcosms of supply and demand –
whether it’s for Google or our healthcare clients,” says Mark Jackson,
WRG’s head of environments.

VIRTUAL APPROACH
When virtual events were first
mooted a decade ago, the events
industry experienced a collective shudder. Yet far from being a
threat, the growth in virtual events
has actually been a complement
to the live industry, spawning in turn
hybrid events. A virtual gathering
can offer a cost-effective solution
for large organisations holding internal events and, as the interest
in this surges, the focus for the year
ahead has switched to how to make
them more engaging, and to ensure
audiences feel truly in the moment.
Meanwhile, hybrid events help to
overcome the isolation that virtual
events can experience, with options including broadcasting from
a central studio into satellite audiences or using planning tools to enhance audience engagement with
the content. Mr Lidstone explains:
“Feedback, engagement, measurement are all possible in our virtual
approach – it is no longer the poor
relation to live.”

SENSORY EXPERIENCES
“Digital will become more sensory in
the events sector,” says Mr Lidstone,
describing the blend of real and
augmented reality that engages the
senses to impact audience behaviour, evoke emotions and influence
choice. It was this approach that
WRG deployed when Ricoh required
a communications campaign and
exhibition stand to demonstrate
all the benefits that their digital
production printing could bring
to customers in 2016. The Open
New Worlds campaign needed to
demonstrate how Ricoh’s new, digital
approaches to printing could change
the way things are done to the
better. WRG opted for a sensory and
relatively low-tech solution to the
challenge and, as executive creative
director Mark Gass explains, the
results were all the more engaging. “A
great compelling story is what grabs
the attention, not necessarily the
screen or device you use to tell it on,”
he says. “Don’t be afraid of seeming
out of touch if you choose to go lowtech. It can be very refreshing. You
won’t overwhelm your visitors, there
will be no barriers to engagement
and, best of all, they may leave with
something they’ll really value – a real
human experience. Isn’t that why
they came in the first place?”

RETURN TO REAL
With an ambition to provide two
million people with free training in
digital skills, Google UK came to
WRG and asked for a solution that
would be easy to install in any public
space. The Digital Garage design
needed to be affordable and accessible, so the agency combined
raw untreated materials with simple,
modular construction techniques to
give these spaces a utilitarian and
functional appeal. This practical,
logistical approach underpins the
“return to real” ethos that clients are
now embracing as they switch back
to some of the very basic principles
of human behaviour. “We are now
investing a lot of thought into creating environments specifically designed to facilitate conversations.
The latest science behind lighting,
sound and seating becomes critical,” says Mr Lidstone. “There is
something very special about live
performances and it is becoming
increasingly rare for audiences to
share a real-time experience. When
combined with technology, the experience can be enhanced and amplified to a wider group.”
For more information please visit
www.wrglive.com or e-mail
hello@wrglive.com

